Accessory Outdoor Grille
For Single-Package Heat Pumps:
Standard Grille, Part Number 50QT900011 or
Deluxe (Architectural) Grille, Part Number 50QT900021

INSTALLATION

Step 1 — Inspect Package Contents
Remove accessory grille from packaging and inspect for visible signs of damage. File claim with shipping company if shipment is damaged or incomplete.

Step 2 — Remove Filler Panel from Wall Sleeve
Wall sleeve is shipped with metal filler panel to protect wall sleeve and room interior during construction and installation. Remove and save 8 sheet metal screws (2 in top, 3 in each side) that secure filler panel to wall sleeve. See Fig. 1.

Carefully remove filler panel. Be sure to grasp panel securely, especially when above ground floor level, to prevent panel from being dislodged by a gust of wind.

Step 3 — Install Accessory Grille in Sleeve
Grasp accessory grille securely and carefully position on outdoor flange of wall sleeve. Ensure that orifice plate is positioned at top of grille (see Fig. 2 or 3). Using the same screws and engagement holes that secured the sleeve filler panel, secure grille to sleeve.
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Fig. 3 — Standard Outdoor Grille